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hues

Dark shades and industrial fittings give
Amanda and Chris Powell’s Victorian home
an edgy character all of its own
Words: Amelia Thorpe Photography: Paul Craig

Homeowner Amanda chose Rotpunkt Luxio
LX furniture by Kitchen Revolutions. “I lived in
Australia for a while and this plank-like finish
reminds me of shiplap, which is popular there,”
she says.
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fter trying to buy five houses in Dulwich,
south east London, interior designer Amanda Powell and her husband
Chris, who works in private equity, were beginning to despair. “One fell
through on the day of exchange, we were gazumped on another, and it
just went on in a catalogue of disasters,” recalls Amanda. “So when the
estate agent rang to say he had something interesting for us to see, we
knew we needed to move super-fast.”
All very well, but New Zealand-born Amanda was just about to board
a plane to visit family when she got the news. “Chris and I never even
got to look at the house together,” she explains. “But we agreed over the
phone that we loved it and put our offer in.” She says they both liked the
four-bedroom semi-detached Victorian house’s balanced proportions and
spacious feel, as well as its good location close to schools for their growing
family consisting of Eli, five, and now new arrival Jethro, 11 months. “The
house had been split into two flats about 40 years ago, so I think that put
off some buyers – and this time we weren’t gazumped,” says Amanda.
A purple bedroom – complete with big ugly boiler wedged into one
corner – on the ground floor at the rear of the house may have had
something to do with it, too. “It was gross,” Amanda laughs. The adjacent
kitchen was small, without any views of the garden thanks to the purple
bedroom, and a bathroom had been squeezed in opposite. Upstairs, the
layout had been similarly modified to become a separate flat.
Over the winter, while planning their renovations, the couple went to
New York to live in a beautifully restored, historic Brownstone townhouse
in Brooklyn they found on Airbnb. Its gracious style, tall ceilings and lightfilled rooms were inspirational. “We wanted to create a similar sense of
space, with a modern and edgy design which sits comfortably in an old
building,” says Amanda.
Working with Mimodo Architects, they began the project
to restore the house to a family home once more, with a plan
to create an open kitchen-dining space top of their wishlist.
“We like to socialise, so it made sense to create a large room with plenty
of space for getting together with friends,” Amanda says. By building an
extension over the side return and removing internal walls between the
old bedroom, kitchen and bathroom, the couple were able to dramatically
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increase the space’s width. Full-height glazed doors offer uninterrupted
views of the garden, and an inner courtyard with Crittall steel-framed
windows allows more light into the rear of the room while also creating
an eye-catching feature.
“I developed a very clear idea of the streamlined look I wanted to achieve
and then went to see a number of kitchen companies. But I found them
all very inflexible, until I met Agnes Zmijewska at Kitchen Revolutions,”
Amanda remembers. “Nothing was impossible with Agnes, and she was
great to work with.”
Kitchen designer Agnes explains: “Although the design appears simple,
behind its clean-lined façade lie plenty of integrated appliances and storage
designed to make this kitchen suitable for busy family life.” Tall cabinets at
one end conceal the boiler (now exchanged for a more compact, modern
version) and laundry centre next to an integrated fridge-freezer, while
a pantry cupboard at the other end houses a breakfast station. “Even the
pantry is made to a special size to fit in Amanda’s beautiful mid-century
sideboard,” says Agnes.
And the choice of colour? “Dark colours create a cocooning effect,” says
Amanda. “I love the way they can make a room feel cosy and welcoming
in a way that is just not possible with beige, for example.” The brass u

For more on
how to create a
kitchen extension
like this one,
turn to p51

 Slender worktops of Caesarstone London
Grey quartz are a practical, super-durable
alternative to real marble, which is porous.
 This mid-century-style sideboard by
Scottish furniture maker Beithcraft was a lucky
find on eBay.
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 The courtyard at the rear of the house allows natural light to flow into
the kitchen-dining room and the living room beyond.
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 Amanda designed a leather banquette to provide flexible seating at the
dining table. “It can accommodate a surprising number of children,” she says.

 Doors open and slide into side pockets, allowing easy access to the
pantry cupboard. Its mirrored back panel reflects natural light.

handles and tap, a polished concrete floor, and an exposed brick wall
enhance the industrial look, while generously sized banquette seating
is designed to accommodate a crowd.
Amanda’s penchant for moody hues continues upstairs. The master
bedroom is painted in a strong green-blue-grey to echo the colours
of the sky and trees outside the window. “We chose this room at the
back of the house, overlooking the garden, because it is so peaceful,”
she says. By taking out the false ceiling and exposing the room’s height,
Amanda has maximised the sense of space. Removing an internal wall
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and chimneybreast allowed her to steal the space from an adjacent
small bedroom, to create a dressing area screened by a panel stopping
short of the ceiling.
The bathroom walls are painted dark grey and the ceiling black,
with white wall tiles offering crisp contrast and chunky salvaged
timber shelves introducing natural warmth. “Dark colours actually
make a room feel bigger, because the walls appear to recede,” explains
Amanda. “And I love the way that the moody hues allow the beauty of
u
this house to speak for itself.”
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“We like to socialise, so it made sense to
create a large room with plenty of space for
getting together with friends.”

 The stepped design of the splashback creates a
useful display area.
g The island worktop’s overhang provides the ideal
space to pull up some barstools.
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Q&A
Owner and interior designer Amanda Powell says…
What did you find the most useful research tools when starting
this project?
We took plenty of pictures of the Brooklyn Brownstone when we stayed
there, and collected other ideas from magazines and Pinterest.
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 The island creates a
divide between the cooking
and dining areas, zoning
the room for practicality
whilst allowing an easy flow
of movement.
g In keeping with the
house’s moody hues, the
ground floor cloakroom is
wallpapered in dark Palm
Jungle by Cole & Son.

What was your biggest expense?
The glazing in the kitchen-dining area – but it’s worth it, because it allows
masses of natural light into the space.
What is your advice for someone embarking on a similar project?
If it is your first time tackling a project of this size, or if you don’t have
much time, make sure you employ a project manager. They will not only
take the stress away but save you money in the long term by helping you
make the best, expertly advised decisions.
Anywhere you managed to save money?
I always advise clients to buy less, but buy well. Spend your budget on
things that you will use and enjoy every day, and cut out the clutter.
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Removing the false ceiling
created an airy feel in the
master bedroom.

 At the back of the room, a wall panel screens the dressing
area, which was converted from an adjacent former bedroom.



Made from salvaged scaffolding planks, the countertop and shelf are
durable and practical for a young family. Tucked behind the door is a walkin shower, seen here reflected in the mirror.

g Hexagon floor tiles and herringbone wall tiles introduce some pattern
to offset the dark to light contrast in the family bathroom.
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DESIGN
Interior design Amanda Powell, Small Fry & Chips (07967 046844 or smallfryandchips.co.uk)
Architect Bianca Valido Leach, Mimodo (020 7760 8868 or mimodo.info)
Kitchen design Agnes Zmijewska, Kitchen Revolutions (020 3302 6266 or
kitchenrevolutions.co.uk)
KITCHEN
Cabinetry Rotpunkt Luxio LX Midnight Blue lacquer, Kitchen Revolutions, as before
Cabinet handles Buster + Punch (020 7407 0888 or busterandpunch.com)
Appliances Range cooker, Smeg (0344 557 9907 or smeguk.com);
Integrated extractor hood and fully integrated dishwasher, Siemens (0344 892 8999 or
siemens-home.bsh-group.com.uk); Integrated French-door fridge-freezer, Fisher & Paykel
(0800 088 6605 or fisherpaykel.com)
Worktops Caesarstone 5000 London Grey, Kitchen Revolutions, as before
Taps Vola 590 in natural brass finish, Bath Sorts (020 7700 1333 or bathsorts.co.uk)
Sink Blanco Claron 340/180-U undermounted stainless steel sink, Blanco (01923 635200 or
blanco.co.uk)
Flooring Polished concrete, Lazenby (01935 700306 or lazenby.co.uk)
Paint Ammonite, Farrow & Ball (01202 876141 or farrow-ball.com)
Pendant lights (above island) No 323, Lampe Gras (+33 140213760 or lampegras.fr)
Pendant light (above dining table) Vertigo, Petite Friture (+33 144541395 or petitfriture.com)
Barstools For similar try French Connection (0333 400 3285 or frenchconnection.com)
Dining table Bespoke, RCC Furniture (01142 423559 or rcc-furniture.com)
Chairs CH24 Wishbone by Hans Wegner, The Conran Shop (0844 848 4000 or
conranshop.co.uk)
Banquette seating Bespoke, Small Fry & Chips, as before
Glazing Fineline Aluminium (01934 429922 or finelinealuminium.co.uk)
Courtyard windows Crittall (01376 530800 or crittall-windows.co.uk)
CLOAKROOM
Wallpaper Palm Jungle, Cole & Son (020 8442 8844 or cole-and-son.com)
Tap Trinsic in Champagne Bronze finish, Delta Faucet Company (deltafaucet.com)
Basin Duravit Vero (duravit.co.uk), Bath Sorts, as before
Mirror Pero, Swoon Editions (020 3319 6332 or swooneditions.com)

The Plans
By extending the kitchen into the side return
and removing internal walls, the house’s footprint
dramatically increased in size.

MASTER BEDROOM
Bedside cabinets Randall, Swoon Editions, as before
Wall lights No 204, Lampe Gras, as before
Paint Pigeon, Farrow & Ball, as before
Mirror Patsy, Habitat (0344 499 4686 or habitat.co.uk)
Pendant light Leonard, Made in Design (020 7692 4001 or madeindesign.co.uk)
Bed linen Belgian Flax Linen, West Elm (0800 404 9780 or westelm.co.uk)
Cushions H&M Home (0344 736 9000 or hm.com)
Throw Etawah wool, Nkuku (0333 240 0155 or nkuku.com)
BATHROOM
Basins Duravit Vero (duravit.co.uk), Bath Sorts, as before
Basin and bath mixers, shower fittings and controls Crosswater (crosswater.co.uk), Bath
Sorts, as before
WC Catalano Sfera wall-mounted (catalano.co.uk), Bath Sorts, as before
Shower tray Bette One (bette.co.uk), Bath Sorts, as before
Towel radiator Dark Anthracite, Bath Sorts, as before
Bath The Petite Millbrook, The Cast Iron Bath Company (01723 585896 or castironbath.co.uk)
Floor and wall tiles Mandarin Stone (01600 715444 or mandarinstone.com)
Splashback Carrara marble, London Marble (020 8690 1011 or londonmarble.com)
Countertop and shelf Bespoke, The Vintage Furniture Company (07889 726200 or
vintagefurnitureco.co.uk)
Paint Down Pipe (walls), Off-Black (ceiling), both Farrow & Ball, as before
COST
A similar kitchen would cost about £35,000, the bedroom and bathroom about £10,000
KBB
each; all excluding building costs
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Kitchen

Bathroom

Master Bedroom

